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This Is mukti) or final release,—what we should call
salvation.
The above explains the reference in L. V. 25, in which
the authoress says that by continual suppression of her
vital breaths she had cot her way through the six forests
(i.e. the ca&ras), so that the digit of the moon awoke and
appeared to her.
Similarly, in 84, she refers to a Yogi, in whose kanda or
bulb (§ 5) the mystic syllable dm is firmly fixed (§§ 23, 24),
and whom the kumbhaka exercise (§ 21) leads to the home
of the moon, or sahasrara. He thus obtains mmddhL
In 69 she says, £ I held the steed of my dtta, or thought,
by the rein of absence of desire, after much practice having
joined together the vital breaths of the ten mdis. Thereupon
the digit of the moon (in the sahasrara.) melted and descended
upon me, and the nothingness of the transient world became
merged in the Nothing.' In the sahasrara is the Void
(§§ 20, 24), in, which the empty world of matter becomes
merged. The ' melting' of the moon means that the lunar
nectar descends, as explained in the following remarks on
No. 40.
In 40, the authoress advocates spiritual worship, jin which
the flowers offered to the object of worship (Siva) are
devotion, while over his (mental) image is to stream,—not
material water, but—the juice of the digit of the moon
(lunar nectar) abiding in the sahasrara at the top of the
vertebral column (§§ 8, 19 ff). The nectar passes down
through the susumnd and ida nddis (§ 8). The Yogi who is
becoming absorbed into sahasrara drinks this nectar, and
becomes master over himself and the kula (see k$l) (§ 21).
Thus the expression means that he is to devote himself to
samddii by absorption into sahasrara.
The same ideas are found in No. 9. She states, t when
the sun disappeared, there came the moonlight; when the
moon disappeared only citta, or thought, remained. When
citta disappeared nothing was left anywhere '. Just as the
moon is in the highest cakray so the sun is in the lowest,—
the nmldclhdra,) near the perineum (§§ 5, 9). ' Disappeared'.
means (ceased to be present in consciousness'. That is to
say, the Yogi raises his consciousness from the nmladhara
to the sahasrara (§ 21), the sphere of absolute being. Here
the sense of difference between his individual spirit and the
Universal Being is sunk in the all-consuming consciousness
of All-Being, All-Light
In 93, there does not appear to be any reference to the
moon of mysticism* It is stated that the ci^.or pure

